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•of lluid litharge, which are seen to pass over it. On the disappearance of these bands a bright liquid globule of a greenish tint is left, but the cupels are not withdrawn from the furnace until the expiration of another fifteen to twenty minutes so that the last traces of lead may be oxidised and absorbed. The completion of cupellation takes place first in the front rows and proceeds regularly backwards.
The cupels arc withdrawn from the furnace while the assay pieces are still iluid, and "" Hashing *" ensues in a few seconds. " Flashing " is most marked in the purer buttons, in which but little copper or lead remains. If at least 50 parts of copper per 1,000 of gold were originally present the buttons are never sutliciently freed from it for "sprouting" to take place. If the cupels are withdrawn carelessly the fluid metal moves over the rough surface of the cupel, and minute beads may be separated from the main mass. To avoid this, and losses by sprouting, some assayers do not remove the assays from the furnace until the buttons or "prills" have become solid.
The " (lashing " of gold assays was shown by Van RiemsdijkI to be due to solidification after superfusion. The temperature of the fluid metal falls until a certain point is reached, when the button solidifies, and the sudden disengagement of the latent heat of fusion reheats it to its true melting point, viz., 050"-—and a peculiarly intense light is emitted which rapidly fades as t he temperature again falls. A sudden jar at any moment causes the Hushing to occur instantly. If the alloy contains a minute quantity of
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indium, rhodium, ruthenium, osmium or osmium-indium, the tendency of the cupelled metal to preserve its liquid, state below the melting point, and therefore to (lash during the final solidification is entirely prevented. The presence of metals of the platinum group (except platinuin and palladium) in mu'ots <>f eommcreial gold can be, detected by means of this characteristic.
The buttons (which are of the form represented at«, Fig. 220) are removed from the rupels, after cooling, by a pair of sharp-nosed pliers, cleaned by means of a. stiiT brush or bv immersion in warm dilute hydrochloric acid, and are placed in the compartments corresponding to their cupels in the tray (//, r%. 2P.»). If tin*, bone-ash is not completely removed from their lower surface it- is of little moment, since bono-ash is readily dissolved by nitric arid on parting. The surfaces of the eupeJs must bo carefully examined ior minute, heads'of metal due to spirting of the lead bath, which, sometimes happens if there is too strong a draught, if any such beads are found in a «-upel the fart is noted and the assay repeated.
If traces of lead remain in the button it is more globular, separates more
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